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Dear Ms Faehrmann,
Thank you for accepting this late submission on behalf of CEA to the inquiry into
Koala populations and habitat in NSW.
CEA is a community-based, grassroots lobby group on the Central Coast with over
5000 members and a focus on achieving positive environmental outcomes for the
NSW Central Coast.
Our submission relates to the following issues:
1) Existence of potential and core (SEP 44) Koala habitat on the Central
Coast
The Central Coast encompasses a vast area of core and potential Koala
habitat and wildlife corridors for other threatened species, and therefore in
accordance with SEP no. 44 we believe the area requires a thorough,
systematic investigation to establish Koala numbers, before significant
development such as the Wallarah 2 Coal mine takes place.
Further, Brisbane Water National Park in the South of the Central Coast has
been identified as an Area of Regional Significance (ARKS) and had
previously been home to a significant population of Koalas in the area of Pearl
Beach until bushfires in recent years. Thanks to the dedicated efforts of Pearl
Beach Arboretum and community members this area has been able to
regenerate and now contains appropriate Koala food trees. As such, local and
State representatives are collaborating with the community, The University of
Sydney and NPWS to investigate the site as a potential Koala translocation
area.
In the view of CEA, it makes sense to investigate other areas within the region
containing potential Koala habitat, especially if connected to the Brisbane
Water National Park corridor.
2) Evidence of active Koala populations on the Central Coast
CEA has been working over the past 10 years to collate and document local
sightings of Koalas in the area, as reported by the community. Many of these
are available on the OEH “Koala sightings” database, however several
sightings (with photos) have been reported by community members and have
not yet been registered. CEA is currently in the process of registering these
sightings, however for the purposes of this enquiry, please see page 3 for
further information.
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3) Impact of recent bushfires on Central Coast Koala Habitat
As can be seen in the attached map on page 5, the recent bushfires have
impacted on Koala habitat to the West of the Central Coast, between two
ARKS. Local residents have been reporting increased sightings of Koalas in
this area since the recent bushfires, such as in Cedar Brush Creek and
Yarramalong (See: https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/centralcoast/koalas-sighted-around-cedar-brush-creek-in-yarramalong/newsstory/e3bef87c05980d5bac362dc31ac7f22f).
It is believed that these sightings may be due to Koalas moving away from
burnt areas in search of habitat and food, towards the East.
One of CEA’s major concerns is that large developments involving land
clearing, such as the Wallarah 2 coal mine, have great potential to pose
further threat to these (likely already stressed) Koalas moving East in search
of habitat and food. We believe that our local Koalas deserve a thorough,
unbiased and systematic survey so that they actually have a chance at
surviving.
Further, it is clear that the SEP no. 44 legislation at present does not provide
sufficient protection to Koalas and their habitat, when a development as largescale and environmentally-threatening as Wallarah 2 was approved without
through assessment of the area’s habitat, despite being identified as area
worth protecting. As local residents are observing and reporting, it is a corridor
which is apparently viable enough to provide habitat and food source for
Koalas escaping their burned habitat, and therefore absolutely worth
sustaining.

Thank you for your consideration of our concerns and please do not hesitate
to contact us if you require any further information.

Kind regards,

Natalie White
Jake Cassar
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